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**Reviewer's report:**

Review round 2
There has been major improvement in the manuscript and the review answers are acceptable. However, there are still a couple of major issues warranting changes in the manuscript as detailed below.

**Major**
1. The selection process for enrolment of participants in the communities needs more details. Especially, whether all families were approached and were there some forms of random selection processes. If known, give the proportion (and range) of enrolled children per community per year.
2. The clinical meaning on purulent OM versus non-purulent OM needs to be discussed in detail. As there seems to be a difference in the distribution of prevalences within OM the question remains what is the clinical relevance of this finding.
3. This study should be considered as a hypothesis generating study. This should be emphasized, or at least mentioned in the text.

**Minor**
Male gender is usually associated with more disease, but not in this study. Any comments?

Abstract: OR not to be repeated in the Conclusions.

Results: row220: “less than one dose”: this would mean zero, but this is not the case!
row 286: for clarity, give number of children evaluated for each group.
row 339: 12% reduction (add the word “absolute”)
row 370: “We have not presented….” If not, what is presented on page 12, r293?
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